Welcome to the Aalto Cloud Info Wiki Page!

This site provides selected information about public cloud services and, for comparison, you can find the Aalto IT Services list of official IT-services in a separate link below: "IT's list of Services." These are available for members of the Aalto University.

Evaluations are based on Cloud Services, that are known to be in use or that are otherwise relevant, have been included. These services often answer to some specific needs, but the safety varies depending on use and users. Therefore, we evaluate Cloud Services with the help of regular classifications.

You may suggest new services through the Feedback and Suggestions page.

Last update: 03/2021 (Presemo and Zoom, both updated from class C to B)

If the service use involves:
1 (processing of personal data), 2 (processing of secret material), 3 (processing of bank details), 4 (administration requirements), 5 (requirements for 24/7 usability), 6 (licences), 7 (costs), 8 (a large number of users), 9 (several units)

always contact the Aalto IT services & help.

A : Confidential and discrete
- Aalto Alumni Circle
- Aalto Blogs
- Aalto Exchange (Outlook)
- Aalto Wiki
- MyCourses
- Oodi

B: Internal and limited
- Dropbox
- Funet FileSender
- OneDrive (Aalto)
- Panopto (Aalto)
- Presemo (Aalto)
- Refworks
- Teams (Aalto)
- Webropol
- Workday (Aalto)
- Zoom (Aalto)

C : Public
- Academia.edu
- Adobe Connect
- Alltop
- Blogger
- Box
- Creative Commons
- deviantART
- Doodle
- Evernote
- Facebook
- Flickr
- GitHub
- Google Analytics
- Google Docs
- Google Drive (Aalto)
- Google Sites
- iCloud
- LinkedIn
- Mendeley
- Prezi
- ResearchGate
- Second Life
- Skype
- SlideShare
- SpiderOak
- Spotify
- TinEye
- Twitter
- Vimeo
- WebEx
- Yammer
- YouTube
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